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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6010 203 4.59 1.59 33" 9 1/2 34 1/2 6.77 4.19 123" 9

3rd year WR who has started 13 of 48 career contests, including 5 in 2018 (Wks 10, 13, 15-17) at the X position

in 11 personnel packages of HC Andy Reid’s scheme that greatly stretches defenses vertically and horizontally.

1st season under OC Eric Bieniemy and 2nd season under WRs coach Greg Lewis, frequently running Post and

Go routes from Outside and short/intermediate routes from reduced alignments. Solid height and weight with

good arm length and adequate upper body muscle mass with very low body fat, displaying solid overall AA

featuring good COD and quickness, solid acceleration, agility, and explosiveness, and adequate balance. Shows

good competitiveness, running routes hard and playing through the whistle on play calls that favor him. Good

release in all areas; uses solid agility and acceleration into stem vs. Soft Press and shows solid physical

toughness vs. Jam with good, quick UOH while gaining ideal leverage via a whip move or a forearm wipe.

Displays solid separation quickness with full speed routes such as Speed Outs, Drags, and Slants due to good

mental processing to sit down in short to intermediate voids or to attack DB blind spot before snapping off route

with good COD on Digs and Outs with solid agility and acceleration, as well as good quickness downfield on

Posts. Hands are solid; catches the ball in short to intermediate areas from stationary position consistently and

body catches on the move. Solid adjust/body control; displaying ability to trap low and away passes near the

sideline with solid hands. Shows very good mental toughness to get open and make big plays inside of 2-minute

drill. Showing good mental processing and very good mental toughness to run out of bounds and extend the ball

out to reach for the sticks when necessary. Shows solid blocking ability on the frontside with good mental

processing and competitiveness, setting up good leverage off of the LOS from all alignments and sticking long

arms onto DBs with solid physical toughness, using foot quickness to sustain vs. CBs who possess solid or lower

strength, and peeling off of first blocking target when he sees a teammate ready to overtake or the ball carrier is

passing by and then goes to find more work. In limited opportunities, displayed ability to jump and reach back

slightly on the run to corral pass behind him over the MOF. Adequate technique out of speed release off of LOS

can lead him to lose balance as his base can get too narrow with too deep of a drive step, causing him to slip.

Strong, long-armed Press CBs who can match his hand quickness to get both hands on him within 5 yards can

prevent him from getting downfield into his route due to adequate play strength. In short areas, reaches too far

with plant foot on hard-breaking routes such as a Curl, giving CBs a cue to close on. Jumps up to catch routine

passes on the run too often, slowing his momentum and limiting YAC ability. Adequate in contested catch

situations with downfield passes above his head due to not coming back and/or jumping up to the football

aggressively and adequate play strength. Displays adequate YAC ability due to adequate play strength, balance,

and elusiveness; fails to shake DBs in the open field when squared up and is tackled consistently by DBs who

possess solid or better strength. Competitiveness is adequate on the backside of run plays, watching the ball

instead of attacking DB physically. When blocking, long-armed, physical DBs can maintain control of him due to

adequate play strength, and smart DBs can shed with push/pull technique as he lunges forward with arms. In

the NFL, a starting X/Z you can win in spite of who can help at all levels with full speed routes such as Slants,

Speed Outs, Posts, or Corners and uses good COD in intermediate areas with Dig and Out routes. Lacks the

elusiveness and play strength to be a threat with the ball in his hands.

Elusiveness in Open Field, Strength and Balance at Point of Contact, Adjust to Catch High 

Passes in Contested Situations, Competitiveness on Backside of Run Play

PROJECTION
Starting X/Z you can win in spite of who can help at all levels with full speed routes such as 

Slants, Speed Outs, Posts, or Corners and uses good COD in intermediate areas with Dig and 

Out routes. Lacks the elusiveness and play strength to be a YAC threat. 

2018: @DEN (10/1), ARZ (11/11), @OAK (12/2), BAL (12/9), @SEA (12/23)

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
COD, Linear Quickness, UOH vs. Jam, Mental Processing for Stem Leverage vs. Off and into 

Scramble Drill, Mental Toughness, Adjust to Catch Low Passes

Positions Started

WR (X)

Any system where he can frequently run in/out breaking routes in short to intermediate 

areas with Post and Go routes sprinkled in.

College: None, NFL: 2016 — None, 2017 — None, 2018 — None 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

WORST

FLORIDA (FLUN)
CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

48
Games Started

13
Games Won

34
Winning %

71%

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

WR (X, Z)
DOB (Age)

9-21-94 (25)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

INJURIES

2018 — Set career-high marks with 22 rec (7th on team), 288 rec yards (6th on team), 13.1 

YPC (6th on team), 4 TDs (5th on team), and 66.7% catch % (6th on team) despite playing 

nearly 170 less offensive snaps than he did in 2017. 

Kansas City Chiefs16-4th-KC

Stewart, Bryan

TEAM

Prospect (Last, First)

Robinson, Demarcus
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YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE


